Event Category: Flagship Event
Name of Event: THINK CIRCUIT - BE CREATIVE
Name of the Coordinator: Ms. Harpreet Kaur Channi
Email ID and Mobile No.: harpreet.ee@cumail.in, +91-9779920574
Student committee for event.
Mr. Prateek Shrivastava: 20ME1004: 8103661092
Ms. Gagneet Kour: 20MEL1010: 9149899347
Ms. Prachi: 20MEL1016: 7004731013
Duration of Event: 2 Day (3rd and 4th Sept 2021)
1st Day: Qualifying
2nd Day: Final Competition
Key Feature:
Brain storming circuit in electronics.
The theme selected/innovation should be based on specified time only.
Student will be able to demonstrate the circuit’s simulation for given task on the given platform
Outcome:
Outcome of the flagship event
1. Student will be able to demonstrate the circuit’s simulation for given task on the given
2. platform
3. It will enhance the skill in electrical engineering
4. Development of Professional Skills
5. As a future career prospective in Electrical engineering
6. Best Entrepreneurship opportunities accessible.
7. Global exposure in Multinational companies like Havells, ABB, Schneider Electric,
Siemens, BHEL, HCL and many more
Rules and Regulations:







A team should consist of at least two and maximum three members.
Multiple entries by one person are not allowed.
No external help will be provided or to be used.
The theme selected/innovation should be based on specified time only otherwise the
team will be disqualified.
Good internet facility is required during online mode.

Judgement Criteria:









Judgment will be based on experimental results (if applicable), in-depth knowledge of the
topic, and the presentation techniques adopted.
Each participant/team will be given only one chance to finish the simulation with shortest
time and getting maximum point will stand as winner.
Any team that is not ready at the time specified will be disqualified from the competition
automatically.
Organizer decision shall be treated as final and binding on all.
The organizers reserve the right to change any or all the above rules as they deem fit.
Change in rules, if any, will be highlighted on the website and notified to the registered
participants.
Organizers reserve the right to disqualify any team indulging in misbehavior or violating
any rules.
In case of any disputes/discrepancies, the organizer’s decision will be final and binding.

Awards:




Cash prize- For winner- Rs. 5000/For first runner up- Rs. 3000/For second runner up – Rs. 2000/-

